HOW TO GET YOUR RESULTS
EARLIER WITH MORE ACCURACY

After your test is completed (exposed for more than 3 days but less than 7), follow the ending and sealing instructions on the reverse side. Return your sample(s) to our lab as soon as possible. The quicker they arrive, the faster you’ll receive your test results.

For the quickest, most accurate results, make sure your sample arrives at our lab in 6 days or less. Samples are analyzed and results are available the same day of arrival. Your test results will be sent to your (readable) email address, and can be accessed online at www.radon.com/results.

As stressed above, return your sample(s) ASAP!!

Experience has proven the following return methods equal faster, most accurate test results:

FedEx or UPS Express Delivery, use our street address:
Air Chek Inc
1936 Butler Bridge Rd
Mills River, NC 28759

USPS (Postal) Express Mail or Priority Mail, use our PO Box:
Air Chek Inc
PO Box 2000
Naples, NC 28760


do not lay on a table

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
BEFORE YOUR TEST
• Conduct your test before the “Use By” date
• Discard the small white dessicant pack, if provided
• Record the 7-digit serial number of your Sampler
• Clearly circle start date, time, and temperature
• Clearly print your name, address, and email. NO LABELS.
• Test the lowest livable area of the building
• Hang the Sampler from its plastic hook; do not lay on a table

DURING YOUR TEST
• Keep ALL windows in the building closed
• Close all doors behind you when entering or leaving
• Do not move the Sampler once the test has begun

AFTER YOUR TEST
• Clearly circle end date, time, and answer all questions
• Discard the plastic hook and cardboard draft shield
• Seal the Sampler after removing the cardboard draft shield
• Do not tear the Sampler, or the brown paper envelope inside
• Do not stick any labels or extra postage to the packet
• Return the Sampler to our lab as soon as possible

3 to 7 day
RADON TEST KIT
UNFOLD FOR COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS

SINCE 1985, AIR CHEK HAS PROVIDED ANALYSIS THE SAME DAY OF ARRIVAL AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1) WHEN IS THE BEST TIME TO TEST FOR RADON?
You can test your home for radon gas any time of the year, as long as you can maintain Closed House Conditions. This means all windows and exterior doors should stay closed for 12 hours before and during the test period. (You can still come and go normally, just close the doors behind you.) Important: Don’t test during severe weather - hard rains, heavy snows, strong winds.

2) WHERE SHOULD I HANG THE SAMPLER?
The U.S. EPA suggests testing the lowest level used on a regular basis, or that could be used by a potential buyer.

Hang the Sampler at normal breathing level (between roughly 2-3 ft - pillow height - and 5 ft from the floor) where it will not be disturbed. You can use string to hang it from a central ceiling light or ceiling fan, or hang it on an interior, non-masonry wall at least 3 feet from windows, doors, hallways, exterior walls, and heat/AC vents. Keep out of direct sunlight and away from heat sources like stoves, fireplaces, and baseboard heaters. Hanging it from or close to your home thermostat is a good choice.

AVOID testing in areas of high humidity such as bathrooms, kitchens, laundry rooms, closets, or damp basements. It is this unavoidable, test for more than 4 days.

3) CAN I RUN MY HEAT or A/C DURING THE TEST?
Yes, just close doors behind you when entering or leaving. Avoid creating a draft, so no fans of any sort (attic, ceiling, window, floor, etc.) for the duration of the test. Exception: Bathroom and kitchen exhaust fans can be run as usual.

4) HOW LONG SHOULD I CONDUCT THE TEST?
Expose Sampler Packet for a minimum of 3 days (72 hours) and a maximum of 7 days (168 hours). 4 DAYS IS IDEAL. Too short or too long exposures will invalidate the test.

5) WHAT DO I DO WHEN THE TEST IS OVER and I’VE SEALED THE PACKET?
Return it to the lab as soon as possible. IMPORTANT: USE THE FASTEST RETURN SERVICE AVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA. Early arrival = accurate results.

6) WHEN and HOW DO I GET MY TEST RESULTS?
Your test results are available later the same day we receive your packet: Go to www.radon.com/results and enter your sampler packet serial number. If you’ve included a readable email address, we’ll email your results. Results are always sent to the mailing address you’ve written on the packet.

7) WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFO ON RADON?
Visit our Radon Information Center at www.radon.com

REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONS
Conducting a radon test for a Real Estate transaction?
Use two Sampler Packets hung approximately 6-inches apart. Follow U.S. EPA Real Estate testing protocols: www.epa.gov/radon/pubs
Begin Radon Test

1. Write on the Packet’s Data Panel
   USE A PEN - PLEASE NO LABELS
   Carefully write your COMPLETE postal service address
   Carefully print your email
   Radon test results are always sent by US Mail. Please print clearly because we need to be able to read it!
   If we can read your email address, we'll send your results the same day of arrival and analysis.
   Circle start day and start hour
   NOTE: These are 24-hour clocks, like those used by airline pilots

2. Prepare the Draft Shield
   GRIP
   GENTLY AT EDGES UNTIL THE PACKET BEGINS TO OPEN
   SQUEEZE
   OUTER EDGES INWARD WHILE PUSHING THE OVAL-SHAPED DRAFT SHIELD DOWN INTO THE MOUTH OF THE PACKET TO HOLD IT OPEN
   TAP GENTLY NEAR THE TAB UNTIL THE DRAFT SHIELD BOTTOMS OUT

3. Hang the Sampler Packet
   USING THE ATTACHED HOOK, AT BREATHING LEVEL (2-5 FT FROM FLOOR), AT THE LOCATION YOU’VE CHOSEN. USING A TACK OR A PIECE OF TAPE.

End Your Test

1. Write on the Packet’s Data Panel
   USE A PEN, NOT A PENCIL
   Circle end day and end hour
   Circle answers to ALL remaining questions below

2. Discard Hanger and Draft Shield
   OR RECYCLE - DO NOT LEAVE INSIDE

3. Seal the Packet
   TO ENSURE NO RADON ESCAPES

INSTRUCTIONS/VIDEOS ARE AVAILABLE AT: www.radon.com/testing

INSTRUCTIONS/VIDEOS ARE AVAILABLE AT: www.radon.com/testing

You’re Done! Now Return the Sealed Packet to the Lab

THE SOONER THE BETTER - USE FEDEX OR UPS NEXT DAY FOR BEST RESULTS
SEE FAQS ON THE OTHER SIDE FOR MORE DETAILS
SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR DETAILS